Nov. 19 1936.

THE ROCKEFELLER INSTITUTE
FOR MEDICAL RESEARCH
66TH STREET AND YORK AVENUE
NEW YORK

Dear Murray,

Leaves the crowded days that intervene between now and the 19th of the month to write this note of
birthday greeting, the latter timed by the postmark and arrival. Myself up a
quick half hour this morning—

This afternoon—traveling on. I am disappointed to hear that you coned not enjoy it with me—
but as I put on that grand harp, I thought of you listening to the pure music in
your comfortable, cool apartment and feel happy that you at least had escaped
The work was gumps of a long trip back from.

And you shall have other opportunities to
hear the great He's come walking his orchestra.
They pay frats an, pride as high as $15-
-what is his performance.

"Do" must in your place—but not
in your street. And from the house is
descended. slee, "the hockey brother ac-
not. I've just yelled the ice box
I had my proper and attempted to call you
on the phone again—but I guess I must
undertook myself in the written matter than the
spoken word—just to let you know the
thought of you—eager for your happiness
and will bring—well, thought too of the day
this issue which marks the beginning of a
New year for you. If I had my way it does that
it brings many good to full measure,
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Please Alvin — knowing time" with all the
delightful experiences of life — as I have
found this they will be the happiest you
have yet know — a glorious year for my
best. Wish with this wish you all my
love and thought — your friends much to me

But as the year pass I find it can
be coming from the from distant years
I am wondering if you will be good
dough to open me the water diffuser

taste of a shopping done in search for
something that you might like and accept
instead the embarrassed & send it to
get that fifth thing — please do this is something
which you know you could not otherwise have.
But it would make them very happy if you would get past that thing.

Then, if all goes well I'm not going
to the college this week and perhaps I
can get away Saturday. This was in
a free one I'm got to make a speech
before the Air Forces of Surgeons at the
Tobacco on Friday. We have mapped out
a heavy schedule of experiments — by the
way you'll be pleased to know that the
Everyone score is progressing better. Man that I
don't hope — almost too good to be true.

In have perfect ways of concentrating o
plunging and find that as late as two
drops still protect a man — against
a million times the fatal dose of Typho
A. tuberculosi —
Last Friday, I had dinner at Dr. Holmes' residence in honor of Dr. Lashley. I took the liberty of the Rockefeller Institute for Medical Research, 66th Street and York Avenue, New York.

The College prize, written and highly complimented, was a splendid character, he is so simple, modest, so brilliant in accomplishment.

Looking forward to being with you—my days are busy ones—sometimes happy, sometimes disappointed—that the life of friends, but come what may, my thoughts are always of you. May your courage and faith continue to bless you. A very happy and happy birthday to you. God bless and keep you.

With all my love,

[Signature]
Tuesday - Many thanks for your good letter & for sending Colman.
I feel so sorry for the fires.
Bob Clark - Not Beubie